
Whether you’re looking for an
engaging project for the whole family,
or just something to do on your own,
you can create awesome designs with
this custom assortment of sizes and
colors specifically for tie dye projects.

ALLIANCE RUBBER COMPANY | TIE-DYE RUBBER BANDS



Alliance Rubber's Tie-Dye Rubber Bands are the ideal elastic for tie-
dying, which is a safe and fun activity for kids and adults alike. Every
piece is unique and different than the last and with the amount of
different products you can tie-dye, the options are endless. Tie-dye
shirts are just the beginning; scarves, fabrics, bedding, and hats are
all great for tie-dying as well. This 2 oz pack includes a mix of tie-dye
rubber bands in four color-coded sizes so you can mix and match to
create the design and style that you want from psychedelic stripes
to spirals and lightning bolts.

2 oz Mixed pack
4 Color-coded sizes
Made in USA using globally sourced materials

VALUE

Four Sizes for Variety
This pack of tie-dye rubber bands
comes in a 2 oz variety pack. Easily
differentiated by color, it includes #12
Blue, #18 Green, #32 Purple, and #64
Pink for endless combinations and
outcomes.
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WHERE TO SELL

Hobby & Craft
Mass Retail & Stationery
Schools
Personal
Home
Bookstore

TIPS

Use these rubber bands to create
classic tie-dye shirts for a variety of
occasions.

Use modern and coordinating colors
to create incredibly unique table and
house linens. Tie-dye elastics can help
you create a personal and custom
look in your home with tablecloths,
hand towels, and more.

Blankets, pillow cases, and sheets all
make for great tie-dye fabrics as well.
Create a unique and stylish bed set
by using a modern ombre design
that your friends and family will
admire.
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ITEM # DESCRIPTION

Tie-Dye Rubber Bands • #12 Blue, #18 Green,
#32 Purple, and #64 Pink • 2 oz. bag

INNER CASE
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